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We define a generalized Bernoulli shift as follows: Let Y be a measure 
space of total measure 1 consisting of a part (possibly empty) that is 
isomorphic to an interval and a part (possibly empty) consisting of a 
finite or countable number of atoms. Let X = n_“, Yi be the product 
of a countable number of copies, Yi , of Y with the product measure. 
Let T be the shift on X (each point of X is a sequence {yi} of points 
in Y and T{y,} = (yi’> and yi’ = yi+r). 
If the part of Y isomorphic to an interval is not empty, then the 
entropy of T is infinite. Otherwise Y is purely atomic, and the entropy 
of T is -2~~ log pi where p, is the measure of the i-th atom in Y. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that : Theorem 1, two generalized 
Bernoulli shifts with the same (possibly infinite) entropy are isomorphic. 
[We say that TI acting on X, is isomorphic to T, acting on X2 if we can 
find X1 C X, , X2 C X, , m(X,) = m(xI), m(X,) = m(x2), TJI = x1, 
T,12 = X2 , and a one-to-one invertible measure-preserving transfor- 
mation S, from X1 onto X2 such that if x1 C X1, then ST,(x,) = T,S(x,).] 
The case where Y has a finite number of points was treated in Ref. [l], 
and the argument here is a modification of that argument. Smorodinsky 
has already modified the argument so as to include the case where Y is 
countably infinite but T has finite entropy. 
We will now give an equivalent formulation of our theorem. Let T 
be a one-to-one, invertible measure-preserving transformation on a 
separable measure algebra (i.e., T is a transformation on the measurable 
sets of (0, l), modulo sets of measure 0, that preserve countable unions 
and intersections). We say that T is a generalized Bernoulli shift if there 
is a sub-u-algebra UJ such that TiGY are independent (i.e., if Ai C T%Y, 
t = --n,..., n, then rn(nF==_, AJ = J.$!=-, m(A,)) and the TiOZ generate 
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the full measure algebra (i.e., for each B in the measure algebra we can 
find a, sequence of sets Bi such that limi,, 1 Bi - B 1 = 0 and 
Bi C Vyi TVZ). If LJ? has a continuous part, then E(T) = co. Otherwise 
@ consists of a finite or countable number of atoms with measures pi 
and E(T) = -zpi log pi . Our theorem states that if T is a generalized 
Bernoulli shift and E(T) = CO, then there is a sub-u-algebra CT’, 
isomorphic to the measure algebra on the unit interval, such that TiOT’ 
are independent and generate the full measure algebra. If E(T) < 03 and 
pi’ are numbers such that -Zp,’ log pi’ = E(T), then there is a purely 
atomic algebra 63“ whose atoms have measure pit and TiM’ are inde- 
pendent and generate. 
The same argument that we use to prove Theorem 1 will also prove 
the following technical but useful theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a one-to-one invertible measure preserving 
transformation on a measure algebra d. If d is the increasing union of 
invariant sub-a-algebras pi such that T restricted to each ai is a Bernoulli 
shift, then T is a generalized Bernoulli shift. 
In proving our theorem we will make use of the results in Ref. [l]. 
We will also prove some lemmas that are modifications of those of 
Ref. [l] and we will label these by ‘. 
We will first need some more definitions. 
DEFINITION. If P and Q are finite partitions 
-W/Q) = W ” Q> - W). 
DEFINITION. If P and Q are finite partitions of X, we will say that 
P is E-independent of Q if there is a collection of atoms C of Q the 
measure of whose union is >( 1 - G) m(X) such that if A E C, then 
/ dist(P n A) - dist P 1 < E. 
LEMMA 1’. Given E > 0 and 1 there is an h such that if P is a partition 
with 1 elements, Q any jinite partition, and P is not E-independent of Q, 
then E(P) - E(P/Q) > h. 
Proof. (1) There is a set S C Q, and an atom Pj of P such that 
/ m(Pj n S) - m(P7) m(S)1 > $. 
We get (1) as follows: Our hypothesis implies that 
c #z(p) / dist(P n p) - dist P 1 > 2, 
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where the summation extends over the atoms Q of Q. Hence for some j 
; 1 m(P n Qi) - m(Pj) ’ m(~)l > f . 
Hence for some collection C of integers 
zc m(P n Bj) - m(P) m(p) > g-. 
Let S = CiEcQ. 
(2) Let 7, = m(S) E(P n S) + m(X - S) E(P n [X - S]) = E(P/S), 
where S is the partition consisting of S and X - S. It is easy to see that 
(4 W/Q) G 7. - 
(3) Let f, = E(P) - 7, . t, is a continuous function of 2k + 1 
variables, viz., dist(P n S), dist(P n [X - S]), and m(S). 5, 3 0 and 
we get equality if and only if dist(P n S) = dist(P n [X - S]), or 
m(S) = 0, or m(X - S) = 0, but these possibilities are inconsistent 
with (1). Since the set where (1) holds is closed (and bounded) there is an 
h > 0 such that .$, > 2h on this set. 
LEMMA 3’. Let T be a transformation on X, H a finite partition of X 
such that TiH are independent. Let P be an ideal partition (with k atoms) 
such that E(P) + E(H) = E(T). Then given E, there is a 6 (depending 
only on E and k) such that ;f P is a Jinite partition of X satisfying 
(a) 1 dist P - dist P 1 < 6, 
(b) I E(P u H, T) - E(T)\ < 6, 
then we can $nd a space Y and for any n, sequences of partitions of Y, Pi , 
Pi , Hi , i = 0 ,..., n satisfying 
(a’) dist Vt (pi v Hi) = dist Vr Ti(P v H); 
(b’) dist Pi = dist P; 
(c’) Pi , Hi are independent (i.e., if A, are sets in Pj and Bj are sets 
in Hj , then m( 0: Aj 0: Bj) = nr m(Aj) . nr m(Bj)); 
(d’) / Pi - pi / < E. 
Proof. (1) 
E(H v H, T) = b+i -& ~(\jT~H)+~E(~~/[~T~H~Tj~])] 
0 
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(2) If m > 0 and i < i’ < i + m, then 
(3) Choosing m large enough (1) and (2) imply that for each i and n 
E(P v H, T) < E(H) + E (T”i[;j TjH ‘7 Tip]). 
0 0 
(4) Using Lemma 1’ we, see that if 6 is small enough, then Tip is & 
independent of v,” TJ’H v‘i-’ TjP. 
(5) Suppose we have already picked Hi , i = O,..., n and Pi and pi , 
i = O,..., m < n, satisfying 
(a”) dist Vy (pi v Hi) = dist Vr Ti(P v H); 
(b”) dist Pi = dist P; 
(c”) dist Hi = dist H, i = 0 ,..., n, and Pi , Hj are independent, 
O<i<m,O<j<n. 
Let A be an atom in Vt Hi Vr p{ and A’ C A be an atom in 
Vt Hi Vy (pi v Pi). Let A, be the atom in V,” TiH V,” TiP 
corresponding (under A?) to A. Pick p,+i n A’ in such a way that 
dWR,+, n A’) = dist( Tm+lP n A,). Pick P,,+l n A’ in such a way 
that dist P,+l n A’ = dist P and if 
(e) / dist(T”+lP n A,) - dist P 1 < &, 
then P,,+l could be chosen so that [(P,t,+l n A’) - (Pnl+l n A’)1 < 3~. 
Now (4) and hypothesis (a) (if 6 < 8~) imply that (e) holds except for 
a collection of A, the measure of whose union is ($6. Therefore, 
I en+1 - pm+1 I < E- It is easily checked that (a”), (b”), (c”) hold with 
m replaced by m + 1. This completes our induction step and proves 
Lemma 3’. 
LEMMA 4’. Let T be a mixing transformation on X and H a partition 
of X (TiH independent). Let I be an abstract partition with k elements 
such that E(I) = E(T) - E(H). Let P be a partition of X with k elements 
satisfying 
(1) 1 dist P - dist I ] < minimum of 8((~~/10), k) and c2/10. (a(~, k) 
is defined in Lemma 3’); 
(2) E(T) - E(P v H, T) < 8((e2/10), k); 
(3) E(T) - E(P v H, T) > 0. 
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Then given E’ > 0, we can find a partition p of X (with k elements) such 
that 
(1) 1 dist p - distI 1 < E’; 
(2) E(lbHH,T)>E(T)-•‘; 
(3) / P - P I < 6~; 
(4) E(T) > E(p v H, T) (or dist P = dist I and therefore 
Ti(p v H) are independent and P and H are independent). 
Proof. Assume m(X) = 1. 
(1) Pick a partition Q such that Q is a refinement of P v H and 
E(T) - E(Q, T) = /I > 0 and /3 < he’. 
(2) Pick E” < E’ such that if Q’ is a partition with the same number 
of atoms as Q and 1 Q’ - Q 1 < E”, then E(Q’, T) > E(T) - &E’. 
(3) Let I’ be a partition of a space Y such that I’ is the span of two 
independent partitions, one having the same distribution as I and the 
other H. Let S be a transformation on Y such that SI’ is independent. 
If n is large enough, then there is a collection W of atoms of Vt SiI’ such 
that the measure of the union of atoms in W is >1 - && and 
(a) Ifs is the I’-n-name of an atom in 9, then I dist s - dist I’ j < 
+; 
(b) If A E R, then m(A) is between $E(J’)*B/lOOln. 
If n is large enough, then the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem 
says that there is a collection 9 of atoms of Vt-’ Tpi(P v H) such that 
the measure of the union of the atoms in 9 > 1 - c”/lOO and 
(c) The measure of any atom in 9 is between +[E(PV*J)*@/lOOln. 
If n is large enough, there is a collection 9 of atoms of Vt-’ T”Q such 
that the measure of the union of the atoms in Oz > 1 - l “/lOO and 
(d) The measure of any atom in 9 is between $E(QJ)~611001n. 
If n is large enough, then 
(e) -(l/n log l/n + (1 - l/n) log(1 - l/n)] < +‘; 
(9 &6n > 1. 
(4) By a theorem of Rochlin we can pick a set F’ in X such that TiF’, 
i= 1 ,***, n are disjoint and m(X) - m((Jy TiF’) < &&‘. 
(5) Now pick K so large that if we let F” = TKF’, then 
dist ([ nf T-‘(P v H v Q)] n F”) 
6w/5/3-3 
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is so close to dist Vr-’ (P v H v Q) that we can find a subset F C F” 
so that m(F) > (1 - he”) m(F) and 
dist i[ nq T-i(P v H v e)] n E’) = dist nvl Ti(P v H v  8). 
0 0 
(6) Applying L emma 3’, we can partition TiF by Pi , (i = 0 ,..., n - 1) 
so that 
(a) dist[Vr-’ T-i(pi v H) n F] = dist Vt-’ S-ii’; 
(b) l(P n TiF) - Pi 1 < c2/10. 
Let P be the (ordered) partition of l-l:-’ TiF such that P n TiF = Pi . 
(7) Let $J’ be the collection of sets consisting of the part of each 
atom in B that lies in F. Let $a be the atoms of [Vr-’ T-((P v H)] n F 
that correspond to 2 (see (3)). 
Let Y be the collection of atoms A in +? such that more than half 
of A is covered by atoms in $a whose p-n-name agrees with the P-n- 
name of A in more than (1 - l )n places. (3) and (6b) imply that the 
measure of the union of the atoms in 5p is greater than (1 - e) m(F). 
(8) Each atom A in Y intersects j atoms, B, ,..., Bj of Fg where 
(a) j > 3 
pcPvH,T,+za/looln 
pu’)-2B/100]n 
> 2[Elr’,-E(PVH,7,-58/100]~. 
(b) The p v H-n-name of Bi , 1 < i < j differs from the 
P v H-n-name of A in less than En places. 
((8a) and (8b) follow from (3b), (3c), and the definition of Sp.) 
We also have that if A is the union of r atoms of 9, then A intersects 
B 1 >***, Brj > where j satisfies (a), and Bi , 1 < i < rj satisfies (b’); 
the P v H-n-name of Bi , 1 < i < rj differs from the P v H-n-name 
of one of the atoms in A in less than l n places. 
(9) Applying Lemma 2 of Ref. [l], we can assign to each atom A of Sp, 
2[E(Z’)-E(PvH,T)-5/loOln atoms B, of p ~0 that 
(a) No atom of +? is assigned to more than one atom of 5“; 
(b) If we assign B, to A, then the P v H-n-name of Bi and the 
P v H-n-name of A differ in less than cn places. 
(c) The H-n-name of Bi is the same as the H-n-name of A 
(because if an atom of $J intersects an atom of #, they have the same 
H-name). 
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(10) We will now extend the assignment in (9). Because of (3) there is 
a collection 9 of atoms of (Vi-’ FH) n F, whose union >(l - &&‘), 
such that if D is in 3, then more than half of D is covered by atoms of 
F$. Hence if D is in 9, 
(a) D contains more than &n(F) m(D) 2[E(“)-B/l”Ol” atoms of 2; 
(b) D contains less than &m(F) m(D) 2[E(PvflJ)+B/1001n atoms of #I; 
(c) The number of atoms of fl in D that are already assigned is 
less than &z(F) m(D) 2[E(I')-4B/1001n. 
Therefore we have enough atoms of 9 in D not already assigned so 
that we can assign 2t E(I’)--E(PVH,T)--58/lo01n of these to each atom of &S’ in 
D that is not already in Y. (Note that under this assignment, matched 
atoms have the same H-n-name. Recall that E(1’) = ET and by (1) 
E(Y) - E(P v H, T) > ,& Also, /3/( 100) n > 1.) 
Let /’ be those atoms of &Y that lie in a D E 9. The measure of the 
union of the atoms of +P’ > 1 - (3/100) E”. 
(11) Let &S! be those atoms in (Vt-’ T-iQ) n F that have measure 
between m(F) @E(Q,T)f~PW and lie in an atom of #‘. Each atom A 
in &P’ (whose measure is between m(F) &[E(Pv~J)*~llooln) contains less 
than 2[E(Q,T)-E(PVH,T)+Z8/100]~ atoms of $J’. 
(12) Because 
E(Q, T) - E(P v H, T) + &@ < E(I') - E(P v H, T) - &f 
we have assigned more B’s to each A in #’ than there are atoms in 
&Z?’ that lie in A. Therefore, if C is an atom in &Y, then we can assign 
to it an atom B in fl such that 
(a) Different C’s are assigned different B's; 
(b) If C lies in an atom in ,40, then the P-n-name of C and the 
P-n-name of B differ in less than ETZ places; 
(c) If we assign B to C, then they have the same H-n-name. 
(13) We will now define P on X1 = &+,sj Uylt TX as follows: 
We will let Tic be in Pk if and only if TjB is in Pk, where B is the 
element of p assigned to C. 
Define P on X - X1 in any way so that dist P n (X - Xi) = dist I. 
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(14) It follows immediately from (12a) and (13) that 
n 
(v 
Ti(Pv HvF) 
1 
nXllQnXl 
-n 
(F is the partition consisting of F and the complement of F). 
m(X - Xi) < &E” by (4), (5), (3), and (10). Therefore, 
n 
W 
Ti(P v H v F) Cz/los” Q. 
1 --n 
Because of (2), E(p v H v F) > E(T) - &E’. E(F) < -$E’ because 
of (3e), and hence E(p v H, T) > E(T) - &E’. This gives conclusion 
(2) of Lemma 4’. 
(15) Conclusion (1) of Lemma 4’ follows because we assigned to each 
CC&Z’ a B whose P-name had a distribution that differed from the 
distribution of I by <E’. 
(16) We get conclusion (3) of Lemma 4 as follows: Let $” C $?’ be 
the collection of atoms that lie in an atom of Y. If C E $F’, then the B 
we assigned to it has a p-n-name that differs from the P-n-name of C 
in less than GZ places (by (9b)). Therefore, 
We now note that m(&-’ TiF - ucEFs~~ Ui-’ Tic) < 2~ by (7). Also, 
m(X - (J;-’ T”F) &E’ < E by (4). 
(17) We get conclusion (4) as follows: If E(p’, T) = E(T) and 
dist P # dist I, then we can vary P, obtaining P, , 0 < t < 1 
so that dist p0 = dist p’, dist P, = dist I, and 1 P - p( ( < 66, 
1 dist pi - dist I / < E’, 0 < t < 1. If E(pJ , T) = E(T), then we are 
finished. If not, we can find a t such that E(P, , T) < E(T), IZ(pi , T) > 
E(T) - E’, / dist r?, - dist I 1 < E’, and 1 P - pt / < 6~. 
The following lemma is a corollary to Lemma 4’. 
LEMMA 5’. Let I be an abstract partition. Let T be a mixing trans- 
formation on X and H a partition of X such that TiH are independent and 
E(T) = E(I) + E(H). Th en g iven E we can find a 6 such that if P is a 
partition of X satisfying 
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(1) j dist P - dist I 1 < 6; 
(2) 0 < E(T) - E(P v H, T) < 6, 
then there is a partition P of X such that 
(1) dist p = dist I; 
(2) The Ti(p v H) are independent and p and H are independent; 
(3) II’- PI <C. 
Proof. Lemma 4’ says that if 6 < B((~~/10), k), then, given any 6, , 
we can find a PI such that / PI - P 1 < & and PI satisfies the hypothesis 
of Lemma ,4’ with 6, instead of 6. Repeated application of Lemma 4’ 
will give us a sequence Pi of partitions such that Cy 1 Pi - Pi+l 1 < z, 
dist Pi --t dist I, and E(P, , T) -+ E(I). This gives Lemma 5’. 
We will now give a proof of Theorem 1, for the case of infinite 
entropy. (We will give a proof of the second formulation, but it is routine 
to derive the first formulation from this.) 
(1) Since T is a generalized Bernoulli shift of infinite entropy, it is 
easy to see that we can find a sequence of finite partitions Pi such that 
P $+r is a refinement of Pi, TnPi are independent for fixed i, and 
T”( V,” Pi) generate the full measure algebra. 
(2) For the sake of notation, let ,D, = PI . Now pick a partition 
,D, C Vzm TiPz such that ,D, is independent of ,D, , Tn(,D, v ,D,) 
are independent, and E(,D, v ,D,) equal the entropy of T restricted to 
Vzm Tip, . This can be done because of Lemma 5’. 
(3) Given Ed we can find partitions ,D, and ,D, such that for all n 
dist V!, Ti(,D, v J12) = dist VT, Ti(,D, v ,D,), VTm Ti(,D, v 2D2) = 
V”_* Tip,, 1 .JI, - ,D, 1 < or , I ,D, - J& 1 < Ed (this follows from 
Lemma 7 of Ref. [l]). 
(4) Repeating steps (2) and (3) we get aDI , a& , and aDa such that 
1 3D1 - 2D1 1 -c l s , I 3D2 - 2D2 1 -c c3, 3D1, && and aDa are inde- 
pendent; Ti(,D, v 3D2 v 3D3) is independent and spans Vzm Tip,. 
(5) We thus obtain sequences lzDj such that (by choosing ci small 
enough) nDj converges to mgi (as n -+ co). ,D, will be independent 
of mD, if n # m and Ti(Vl mDj) are independent. Since the ei are 
completely arbitrary, it is not hard to see that they could be chosen so 
that the Ti(Vm D ) r m i generate the full measure algebra. (We could use 
the same argument that we used at the end of Ref. [I].) 
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We could assume (by choosing a subsequence of the Pi) that 
E(,DJ > log + and also the measure of each atom in a mDi has measure 
(3. This will imply that Vm 1 ,Dj is isomorphic to the measure algebra 
of the unit interval. 
The same argument also gives Theorem 2. 
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